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Fun at Ft. Knox
Pilot Season
Episode 5
A Day with Uncle FunBuck
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We are going to open the show with this scene. You are going to see a mail man walking down
Ivanhoe Court and turn up the sidewalk to Halle’s house. While the mail man is walking up the
sidewalk, Halle is going to be on the front porch waiting for the mail man to come. Halle will see
him, stand up and ask the mail man “do you have it today “?

Show Opening

And the mail man looks up, see’s Halle on the front porch and stops, then he looks down into his
pouch, shuffles through his mail, and he will find a letter with a picture of Uncle FunBuck on it.
The mail man will pull the letter out, hold the letter up, and asks “is this what you are looking
for?” Halle will say “It’s here! It came! My show is here! My show is here!” The mail man
will give the letter (with a DVD in it) and Halle says thanks and then turns and runs into the
house.
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When she gets into the house, she starts to yell to his Mom “Mom!!! Mom!!! It’s here!! My
show came today!!” You will see Halle run through the house and we will film her coming into
the kitchen and finding her Mom, yelling “It’s here! It’s here! My show came in the mail
today!” Then Mom will say “That’s great Field! Go get your Dad and lets watch it”. Halle runs
through the house yelling for her Dad “my show came Dad! Come watch it with us”.
Go get your
Dad and let’s
watch it

We will film the whole family getting together on the couch in the living room. Then Halle puts
the DVD in the player and hits start. Then the camera will zoom into the TV and then my theme
song and show opening will occur.

This is how the show will open.
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Meet and Greet
We will have Halle and Carrie come over to Buck’s house, and what we are going to film is Buck
on the front porch sitting on a rocking chair. Buck will be reading a book about Biplane on the
front porch when when Halle and Carrie walk up the steps. Buck puts down the book, says hi to
Halle and Carrie, and Buck asks Halle if she likes airplanes. Halle says “yes” and Buck says,” well
Halle, I have quite the surprise lined up for you today. We are going to go on an outing to a
place where I’ve never been before and I reeeaaaalllllyyyyyy think you are really going to like
it”. Buck then turns to Carrie, “OK mom, we will see you when we get back.” And Buck and
Halle walk down the steps and across the yard, where they wait to meet Tank.

When Buck and Halle reach the side yard, they will stop, Buck will look down at Halle and ask
“are you ready to meet Tank” and Halle will shake her head “yes”. Buck will say “OK. I’ll call
him” and Buck turns his head toward the garage, puts his fingers up to his mouth and makes
two quick whistles. Then Buck turns his head back down to Halle and says “here he comes!”.
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Then we see Tank pull out of the garage, driving on his own, turning up the driveway and pulling
up to Buck and Halle. Halle will be filmed with a jaw dropping expression after seeing a real VW
bus drive all by himself! Tank pulls up to Buck and Halle and parks. Buck introduces Halle to
Tank “Halle this is Tank” and Halle will say “hi Tank”. And Buck will say “Tank, this is Halle” and
Tank will ring his bell 2 times.

Buck says to Tank, “Ah, Tank how many times do I have to tell you to tuck in your Tent before
you present yourself? It’s always important to look your best Tank. Plus, when you drive, the
tent will flap in the wind and tear. Hold on while I tuck in your tent” and we see Buck walk
around tucking Tank’s tent in and snapping the camper top down.
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Then Buck says “it’s time to get Grump” and Buck walks to the front of Tank and yells
“GGGRRRRRRUUUUMMMMPPPPPP”. Then we see Grumps feet wiggle. Then I turn to Halle
and say “I don’t think Grump heard me. Halle, will you help me yell for Grump”. She says “sure”
and we both holler for Grump “GGGGRRRRRUUUUUMMMPPPPP” then we use the footage we
already have of Grump getting up, going to the door, coming out of the door and walking over
to Buck and Halle.

Buck says hi to Grump and introduces him to Halle, and Buck asks “will you drive us on our
outing?” And Grump says “yes”. Grump goes around to the drivers side of Tank and gets in
while Buck and Halle walk around to the sliding door. Buck says “Tank, can you open your door
for the lady?” and Tank opens the front door. Buck says “not that door Tank” and closes it, and
says “the side door Tank” and then the side door opens. Buck says “Thank you Tank”. Then
Buck turns to Halle and says “lets see how you measure up. Stand up here Halle” and Halle
backs up to the door jamb. She measures up. If Halle is below 40 inches, I will ask Tank for a
booster seat. If she is taller, we will just buckel her in, close the door, and once Buck is in and
strapped in, Buck will say “lets roll”. Then the quad copter will take off and show us driving
down Lowell Avenue on our way to Ft. Knox.

Off on an Outing
The next scenes are of Tank driving through Kentucky and arriving at Ft. Knox. As we pull up, Lt.
Mike will be there waiting for us. We all get out of Tank, and we have introductions, and then
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Lt. Mike says to the child “Are you ready to learn about Tanks?” and the child says “yes” and Lt.
Mike says “lets start at the Patton Tank Museum and we can learn about Tanks”.

Lt. Mike begins by telling us about the history of the Tank, what Tanks are used for, what the
first tank looked like, how tanks have helped the United States define protect it’s interests and
how it is used in our Military. Inside the museum, there are a bunch of tanks, and on one Tank,
Lt. Mike says the child can climb up and inside to see what a tank is like.

Lt. Mike shows us the World War I tanks and then she shows us the World War II tanks. After
we are finished walking through the museum, Lt. Mike suggests that we head outside, get in a
Humvee and we can go and see some Tanks in action. So we head outside, get in a Humvee and
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drive out to the firing range.

Lt. Mike tells us all the things that a firing range is used for and he says in a minute, we are going
to see some live fire exercises. Lt. Mike pick up his binoculars, looks off in the distance and
says to us “if you look over your right shoulder, you can see one of our Bradley Armored Patrol
carriers”. And we look off to the right, and here comes at full speed, a Bradley. And it drives
right by us!

Lt. Mike says “watch closely! You are going to see the Bradley in action”. And the Bradley
stops, turns towards the open field, and you see its big gun raise up, and then after a few
seconds……….BBBBOOOOOOOOOOOOMMMMM! And a big, huge flame and blast come out of
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the cannon of the Bradley. Then we hear the sound of the shell sailing through the air, and then
way off in the distance, we see a huge explosion. “Way cool” we say!

And then Lt. Mike picks up his binoculars again, and he says “now if you look over your right
shoulder again, you are going to see our M-1 tank on the horizon”. And we all look to the right
and here comes this HUGE M-1 tank going full speed, and it fly’s right by us. It stops right next
to the Bradley, turns and faces the same direction as the Bradley, raises up it’s huge cannon,
and after a few seconds…….KKKKKKKAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA BBBBBBBBOOOOOOOOOMMMMM!!

And an even bigger flame and cloud of smoke come out of the cannon! Then we hear the sound
of the shell traveling through the air and waaaayyyyy off in the distance, we see a huge
explosion!
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“Waaayyyyy coooool” we say! And then Lt. Mike picks up his binoculars again and he says

”Now wait a minute. I’m not exactly sure what THIS is coming”.

And we all look over our right shoulder again. But this time Buck notices something amiss
and you can see it on his face. Buck then turns to Grump and says “is that who I think it is?”
and the next thing you know, we see Buck’s Tank, all camouflaged out, painted brown, green,
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tan and the paint is all over him! And Tank drives right buy us and he pulls up and parks right
next to the Bradley and the M-1.

Then we see Tanks camper top extend up. And then when the camper top is up, we see a .50
caliber machine gun stick out of his camper top.

Then the camera focus in on the front of Tank, and we seeTanks headlights fold down like the
lights on the James Bond car do, and then we see a machine gun barrel stick out.
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Then next shot is of Buck saying “what in the world is he doing”? and then Tank opens up all of
his guns and starts firing bullets! Lots of bullets!
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We will have a camera mounted on Tanks tire and we are going to use tracer bullets. This way
the camera will see the bullets flying out of Tank when he fires. It is going to be one large firing
of bullets! Buck doesn’t know what to think. The child LOVES IT! Lt. Mike says “awesome”!

Buck walks over to Tank, opens his sliding door and all the shell casings from the gun fall out
onto the ground. Buck can’t believe what he has just seen and is still in amazement. Buck then
turns to Lt. Mike and says “thanks for having us here today Mike. I sure learned a lot and I saw
some really amazing things. I appreciate it!” We shake hands and say goodbye to Lt. Mike and
we get in Tank and head back home.

When we get home, we meet the child’s parent and Buck signs off the show.

